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un June 10, 1987 beineen the hours of 0600 and 0800 the hourly fire watch
inspections required by lechnical Specification 3.7.7, of the designated rooms
on the 254' and 239' elevations of the Control Enclosure, were not performed
during a security computer outage within one hour of the previous inspection.
The cause of the event was the failure of the roving firewatch and the security
guard tasked with escorting the roving firewatch, to take the appropriate
actions during a security computer outage. There were no adverse consequences
and no release of radioactive material as a result of this event. The fire
detection and suppression systems within the applicable inspection areas were
nperable end would have provided early detection and suppression. When the
firewatch supervisor learned that the roving firewatch was having difficulty
completing his inspections on time, he dispatched another firewatch to aid the
roving firenatch. A letter was issued from the fire Protection Assistant to
all contracted firewatches and firewatch supervision outlining the duties of the
roving firenatch. lhis letter was discussed with the firewatches during three
training sessions. Security Post Order #39 was revised to streamline security
response to firewatch needs during a security computer outage. The security
guards were made aware of these changes during briefings before each shift.
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Unit Conditions Prior to the Event:
;Operating Mode: Reactor Defueled -

]-Reactor Power 0%
.

i

Description of the Event: '

,

On June 10, 1987, between the hours of 0600 and 0800, during a security computer I
outage, the hourly firewatch inspections of the 254' and 239' elevations of the
Control Enclosure were not performed within one hour of the previous inspection, j

;

This is not in accordance with Technical Specifications 3.7.7 which states, '

"With one or more of the above required fire related assemblies and/or sealing
devices inoperable.. estavlish an hourly fire watch patrol." A roving
/irewatch had been establishei to inspect these areas which contained several .

small inoperable penetration in fire rated assemblies, in support of Unit'2
iconstruction. The actual. inspection intervals during this event were one hour '

and 24 minutes and one hour and'21 minutes on elevations 254' and 239',
respectively.

,

|
The Ells code for the affected system, Fire Protection, is XP.

Consequences of the Event: '

There were no adverse consequences resulting from this. event and there was no j
release of radioactive material associated with this event. The fire oetectors
and fire suppression systems in the affected areas were operable and would have
provided early detection. The fire barriers required to provide operation of

~

.

safe shutdown methods were operable as required by Technical Specifications j
except for several small opened penetrations. At the time of the event, the 1
reactor was defueled. As a result, integrity of the fire barriers was not

;
necessary to protect equipment designed to provide safe shutdown of the reactor.

!
Therefore, there was no. nuclear safety huard present. !

Cause of the Event: , j('

Cause Code: A (Personnel Error)

The cause of the event was the failure of the roving firewatch and the security
guard to adequately follow their instructions for performing a firewatch during !

,

a security computer outage. In the event of a security computer outage, the ~|roving firewatch cannot enter vital areas to perform the firewatch inspections ;
without being. escorted by a security guard. .The roving firewatch had been

einstructed to proceed to elevation 289' of the-Control Enclosure and wait for- 1
the designated security guard to arrive. During this event When the securitym

:guard did not arrive within the time specified in the Security Post Orders, the i

roving firewatch left the designated point of contact to continue the '.inspections in accessible plant areas. The two did not meet until 40 minutes jlater.- J
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Corrective Actions: |

The shift firewatch coordinator was informed by the firewatches in the Control !
Enclosure of the access problems incurred by the roving firewatch. The shift
firewatch coordinator sent a second firewatch to begin inspection on 200'' |
elevation and work his way to the roving firewatch.- The roving firewatch !

eve..tually met with the designated security guard. The two firewatches and the :

designated security guard were able to complete the required firewatch ;
inspections thus preventing any further lapes of the one hour firewatch !
inspections.

;[
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence: |

,

A letter issued on June 29, 1987, from the utility employed Fire Protection ;
Assistant to all contracted firewatches and firewatch supervision outlined the ;

duties of the roving firewatch during computer outages and normal conditions. ;

lhis information was discussed, emphasizing the actions to be taken during '

unplanned computer outages, with the firewatches during three training sessions
.

neld July 6. 1987.
}
!

Sacurity Post Order #39 was revised to shorten the arrival time of the !

designated security guard to the firewatch. point of contact. In accordance with :
the rev'ised Security Post Order, the assigned guard will sign out a set of~ vital -!
area keys at the beginning of each shift, eliminating the travel time to. pick up
keys following the security computer outage PA announcement. A memo from the
contracted security supervisor to the utility employed shift security assistant -

outlined the responsibilities and duties of the guard terigned to escort the
roving firewatch during a computer outage. Security Pos~ Drder #39 was ;
discussed with the security guards before shift and a sigt off sheet outlining
the appropriate steps to be taken during a security computer outage was

,

completed by each guard. '

Effective January 4, 1993, the Limerick Generating Station (LGS) Security '

Organization accepted responsibility for the hourly firewatch patrols required i
by Technical Specifications. The appropriate LGS Security Organization post
orders provide the details concerning the security force's compliance. !

A significant part of this program includes the issuance of security keys to the
=

;

security officer on the firewatch patrol for use during a security computer
outage. This ensures the security officer's immediate and unfettered access to ,

the hourly firewatcn patrol areas during the s'ecurity computer outage, and
t

further minimizes the possibility of-a late firewatch patrol response. '

i

Previous Similar Occurrences * !

f ;

Limerick LER's 86-036, 86-019, 85-060, and 85-053 reported a failure to meet the ~' :

one hour fire watch patrol dur?,9 other security computer cutages. [
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